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While not the blockbuster report that some expected, the employment report confi rms the growing 
optimism about the U.S. economy and the labor market.  Yesterday’s jobless claims data were even 
better and confi rm the downward movement of this series that we observed in last week’s commentary.  
In fact, virtually every report this past week has beat expectations, as both the manufacturing and non-
manufacturing ISM came in above forecast (the manufacturing ISM hit 61.4, tying a 3-year high, which 
was the highest in more than 27 years), and vehicle sales came in far above forecast. Even 4th quarter 
productivity stayed at 2.6% despite the downward revision in GDP reported last week. 

Oil provided the only downer, with Brent now trading at $116/barrel.  Although the Libyan crisis has not 
worsened, it has not gotten better and unrest in other Arab states has led to fear of wider shutdowns.  
Gasoline in the U.S. exceeded $3.47 a gallon yesterday, up 30 cents in 10 days, the fastest rise in prices 
since hurricane Katrina hit in 2005.  Without the Mideast disturbances, stocks would be 5% to 10% 
higher so if the region quiets down there could be a signifi cant rise in equities.  If oil continues to rise, 
stocks will struggle.

One of the puzzling aspects of the recent oil surge is that investors still rush to U.S. Treasury when 
instability threatens.  This behavior is clearly a holdover from the fi nancial crisis when U.S. bonds 
provided a refuge for an economy threatened with defl ation.  But this makes no sense when oil prices 
are rising as higher infl ation will just eat into the real value of bonds.  If Treasury bulls looked at the 
1970s and 1980s they would realize the mistake they are making since those infl ationary decades 
triggered the worst bear market in bonds in all of U.S. history.

An article that I will distribute shortly (and which will appear in Yahoo Finance this afternoon) indicates 
that sharply rising oil prices are not all bad for the U.S. in the long run.  In the short run the key is Saudi 
Arabia:  If their output can be expanded, the crisis can be contained.  If the disturbances curtail Saudi 
production, a bear market in equities will be likely.  However, I doubt that there will be more than a 20% 
drop in stock prices, as the U.S. economy today is not nearly as vulnerable as it was in the 1970s when 
oil prices fi rst soared.    
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